Children’s Activities

Monmouth County Library
Week of June 15, 2020

GAMES

Set the Stage
Drag out your Halloween costumes and have a fashion show, or perform an on-the-spot skit. How long can you stay in character?

Water Balloon Volleyball
Stay cool and active this summer with a new version of volleyball!

Sesame Street: Dress Up Time
Preschoolers help Elmo and Abby get dressed up for different occasions.

Arts & Crafts

Paper Fish
Colorful paper fish that move!

Handprint Dinosaurs
A dino-mite painting craft for preschoolers.

Bubble Wrap Pineapple
Turn bubble wrap into a stamp with this easy and summery craft!

Seashell Painting
Here are some ideas on how you can decorate any seashells you may find this summer! (Great for rocks as well.)

Exploring Our World

Ellis Island
Scholastic takes us on an interactive virtual tour of Ellis Island.

Mount Rushmore National Memorial
Virtually explore Mount Rushmore and experience this historical site through 3D technology.

STEAM

DIY Telephone
Can sound travel along a string? Explore soundwaves with this classic DIY project.

Ancient Greek Architecture
Learn about a building system called post and lintel architecture. Then engineer these structures of your own using household items. Suitable for all ages!

Egg Drop Project
Engineer various contraptions to keep an egg safe during a drop. What works best?

Sesame Street: Dress Up Time
Preschoolers help Elmo and Abby get dressed up for different occasions.

How do you make a tissue dance?
Answer: Put a little boogie in it.